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Many gram-negative bacteria have evolved several secretory pathways to release proteins into the surrounding environment. In the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, most of the exoproteins are transported by the type II secretory system (9, 19, 22). This system has been found to be widely conserved in gram-negative bacteria, such as in Aeromonas hydrophila (15), Vibrio cholerae (23), Erwinia species (13, 21), Klebsiella oxytoca (5), and Pseudomonas species (6, 7, 8, 10). Exoproteins that use the type II secretory pathway are Sec dependent and are secreted into the extracellular medium by a two-step process involving a transient periplasmic intermediate (19). Transport of these exoproteins across the outer membrane of P. aeruginosa requires a specialized machinery (the secreton), which is composed of 12 proteins designated XcpA and XcpP to -Z (9). The Xcp apparatus is most probably organized as a multiprotein complex spanning the periplasm (9). Little is known about the function of the various components of the type II machinery. XcpA (also called PilD) is involved in the maturation of both type IV pilins (17); Xcp T, -U, -V, -W, and -X are known as pseudopilins (1, 3, 4); XcpR is thought to play a role in the energization of the secretory process (9, 23); and XcpQ might function as a specialized pore (2). XcpP, -Y, and -Z span the inner membrane once with their N-terminal part in the cytoplasm (3). The XcpP and XcpZ proteins are essentially exposed to the periplasm. In contrast, the periplasmic domain is short in XcpY, and most of the protein extends into the cytoplasm (3).

Previous results obtained in our laboratory have demonstrated an interaction of XcpY and XcpZ within the P. aeruginosa secreton by showing a mutual stabilization of these two proteins (16). This interaction has been since demonstrated in the opportunistic pathogen P. aeruginosa by coimmunoprecipitation and copurification studies (unpublished results). In this study, we investigated domains of XcpZ involved in the stabilization of XcpY by engineering mutated proteins with linker insertions.

Linker insertion mutagenesis of XcpZ. We constructed a series of xcpZ gene derivatives either by the insertion of a 12-bp linker in the gene (semirandom linker insertion mutagenesis [SRLIM]) as described by Bitter et al. (2) or by using the pentapeptide scanning mutagenesis (PSM) technique (11, 12). The mutant xcpZ library was completed by using a two-step PCR strategy as described by Higuchi (14). This technique was designed to mimic PSM and led to the insertion of 15 nucleotide pairs at specific locations in xcpZ.

Thirty independent mutants whose predicted protein sequences differed from that of the wild-type XcpZ only by the presence of a peptide insertion were isolated. The characteristics of the various mutants obtained are summarized in Fig. 1. Briefly, three insertions were obtained by SRLIM (insertions 12, 124, and 128), seven were obtained by PSM (insertions 12, 45, 58, 65, 82, 95, and 127), and three were obtained by PCR mutagenesis (insertions 38, 141, and 151). The mutations were randomly distributed in the protein sequence, with the majority being in the periplasmic domain of XcpZ (Fig. 1A). One mutation was in the cytoplasmic domain of XcpZ (XcpZ12), and two were within the transmembrane domain (XcpZ38 and XcpZ45) (Fig. 1B). Importantly, none of the 13 insertions was found to change the localization of XcpZ to the inner membrane or the growth rate of the variant strains (data not shown).

Stabilization of XcpY by the mutated XcpZ proteins in P. aeruginosa. In order to characterize the interaction of XcpZ and XcpY in more molecular detail, XcpZ variants were expressed in an xcpZ-defective strain of P. aeruginosa (strain KS902) obtained by ethyl methanesulfonate mutagenesis. The xcpZ mutation in strain KS902 is a substitution of a thymine for a cytosine (C16T) introducing a stop codon near the 5’ end of the gene (16). All variant XcpZ proteins were clearly detected after immunoblotting (data not shown), except for XcpZ65,
-127, -128, and -141, which were observed in detectable amounts only following induction with IPTG (isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside) (Fig. 2B). Mutated proteins XcpZ12, -38, -45, -58, -82, -89, -95, -124, and -151 efficiently stabilized XcpY (which accounted for 72 to 116% of the control amount) and pinpointed permissive regions of XcpZ not directly involved in interaction with XcpY (Fig. 2A). We observed that XcpZ levels as low as those found for the permissive variant XcpZ124 (35% of the control value) and for the XcpZ127, -128, and -141 variants after IPTG induction were sufficient to promote stabilization of XcpY. Nevertheless, in the presence of IPTG, XcpZ65, -127, -128, and -141 (Fig. 2B) were unable to stabilize XcpY, showing a lack of interaction (Fig. 2C).

Therefore, it appears that two distinct periplasmic domains of XcpZ, one located in the proximity of the transmembrane domain in the vicinity of residue 65 (domain I) and the other located towards the C-terminal part of the protein in the vicinity of residues 127, 128, and 141 (domain II), are both involved in the interaction with XcpY (Fig. 3).

In other respects, it should be emphasized that there is a perfect correlation between XcpZ stabilization and the functionality of the secretory apparatus as shown by secretion studies of elastase, the most abundant exoenzyme secreted by the Xcp system of P. aeruginosa. Indeed, only the XcpZ variants which stabilize XcpY were able to restore LasB secretion in strain KS902, while the nonpermissive variants XcpZ65, -127, -128, and -141 did not provide complementation of the xcpZ mutation, even in the presence of IPTG (Fig. 4).

Effect of the XcpZ variants on the stability of XcpY in E. coli. Experiments were also carried out with E. coli in order to study the stabilization of XcpY by XcpZ in the absence of any other component of the secretion machinery of P. aeruginosa. Under these conditions, all of the XcpZ variants were clearly detected by immunoblotting analysis. Strikingly, in contrast with the results obtained in the P. aeruginosa background, mutated proteins XcpZ45 and XcpZ58 poorly stabilized XcpY in E. coli, most probably because conformational changes in XcpZ altered interaction between the Xcp components (Fig. 5). These results suggested that a third partner,
FIG. 4. Effect of peptide insertions in XcpZ on the functionality of the Xcp machinery of P. aeruginosa. (A) The variant xcpZ genes were subcloned in pMMB67HE and expressed in strain KS902. Elastase LasB was analyzed by immunoblotting in cellular (c) and extracellular (e) fractions obtained from cells grown in the absence of IPTG. (B) Effect of 175 μM IPTG on the functionality of variant XcpZ65, -127, -128, and -141. LasB from cellular and extracellular extracts was analyzed by immunoblotting. At least two independent experiments were carried out, and the results were found to be reproducible. Other legend details are as indicated for Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Influence of variant XcpZ proteins on the stability of XcpY in E. coli. The variant xcpZ genes were cloned in pMMB67HE and expressed in E. coli TG1 bearing the xcpY gene subcloned in pLAFR3, and the levels of XcpY were analyzed by immunoblotting. Only the relevant portions of the blots are shown. Lane Z, TG1 expressing both the xcpY and xcpZ genes; lane -Z, TG1 expressing only the xcpY gene. Lane numbers indicate the insertion position in the variant XcpZ. Six independent experiments were performed, and results were found to be reproducible. Protein amounts estimated by scanning densitometry were expressed as percentages of the control value (lane Z), and the results are indicated in parentheses.

FIG. 6. Influence of XcpP on the mutual stabilization of XcpY and XcpZ. E. coli TG1 cells expressing independently or simultaneously genes xcpZ or xcpP derivatives, xcpY, and xcpP (subcloned in pY7A4) were grown to the end of the exponential growth phase, and proteins were analyzed by immunoblotting using antisera directed to XcpY. wt, wild-type XcpZ; 45, 58, 65, and 128, XcpZ variants. Two independent experiments were performed, and the results were found to be reproducible.

Related to the XcpZ45 and XcpZ58 variants, since XcpP was not shown to influence the level of XcpY in the presence of either XcpZ12 (permissive insertion) (data not shown) or XcpZ65 and XcpZ128 (nonpermissive insertions) (Fig. 6, lanes 9 and 11).

Thus, it seems clear that XcpP is the third partner required by the variants XcpZ45 and XcpZ58 to promote the stabilization of XcpY.

Conclusions. On the one hand, the results obtained in this study are in agreement with those reported on by Py et al. (20) for E. chrysanthemi, who showed, using a two-hybrid system expressed in yeast, an interaction between OutL and OutM (homologous to XcpY and XcpZ, respectively) via their periplasmic domains. On the other hand, consistent with the results of Sandkvist et al. (25) showing that EpsM and EpsL (homologous to XcpZ and XcpY, respectively) interact with each other in the cytoplasmic membrane of V. cholerae, we found a stabilizing domain of XcpZ in P. aeruginosa that was located between the end of the transmembrane domain (residue 45) and the beginning of the periplasmic domain (residue 58) (Fig. 3).

Therefore, our findings provide new insights into the structural organization of XcpZ by showing two distinct periplasmic domains of XcpZ (domains I and II) that are required for XcpY stabilization. In addition, our approach allowed us to clearly identify the positions of these domains which are crucial for interactions with XcpY. Very interestingly, we also identified a third region of XcpZ (domain III) which required the presence of XcpP to promote XcpY stabilization. The identification of this domain, located between the end of the transmembrane domain and the beginning of the periplasmic domain of XcpZ, led us to suggest the existence of an XcpPYZ subcomplex within the secreton. Such a multiprotein complex is also supported by the results of Possot et al. (18), who showed that the XcpP homologue of the Pul system (PulC) coimmunoprecipitates with PulE, -L, and -M (homologous to XcpR, -Y, and -Z, respectively).

Moreover, our results strongly suggest that XcpP could modulate, directly or indirectly via XcpY, conformational changes in XcpZ to promote interaction between these components. The modulating action of XcpP sheds light on dynamic aspects of protein interaction within the type II secretory system of gram-negative bacteria.
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